Arterial stiffness parameters: how do they differ?
Carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity (PWV), as a parameter of aortic stiffness, is an established marker of cardiovascular risk. There has been increasing use of arterial stiffness parameters combining aortic and muscular stiffness or a parameter derived from PWV - the stiffness index beta (BETA = ln(systolic/diastolic pressure) × 2 blood viscosity/pulse pressure × PWV(2)). The aim of this study was to compare different arterial stiffness parameters in a general population random sample. In 809 individuals from the Czech post-MONICA study (aged 54 ± 13.5 years, 47% men), we compared the association of carotid-femoral PWV (cfPWV), carotid-ankle PWV (caPWV), and BETA with cardiovascular risk factors, parameters of subclinical organ damage, and presence of manifest cardiovascular disease. Both cfPWV and caPWV were similarly associated with blood pressure and glucose level, while cfPWV was more strongly associated with age, cholesterol level and glomerular filtration rate whereas caPWV with Sokolow-Lyon index. BETA derived from cfPWV and caPWV was less dependent on blood pressure, while it showed a closer association with coronary heart disease presence, as compared to cfPWV and caPWV. Addition of lower extremity to aortic stiffness has an effect on the association with cardiovascular risk factors while having no effect on the association with manifest cardiovascular disease. Beta transformation of PWV decreases its dependence on blood pressure and may increase its power in cardiovascular risk prediction.